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Dept. of Ecology, Evolution and Natural Resources
Environmental and Natural Resources Bld, Room 144
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
14 College Farm Road
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-8551
Township of Southampton
5 Retreat Road
Southampton, NJ 08088
Dear Community Representative,
Please accept the enclosed EAB Rapid Ash Survey Report prepared to help guide Southampton
through the future decisions you will have to make concerning your urban ash tree population as
the effects of emerald ash borer begin to impact NJ communities. Emerald ash borer (EAB) is an
exotic invasive insect that has already been identified in six NJ counties, and is advancing
quickly through our state. Ash trees have historically been used as a valuable component of the
urban forest. The term “urban forest” is used to describe the trees in our parks, lining our streets
and sidewalks, and surrounding our schools, businesses and homes. As a whole, and
individually, these trees help to prevent soil erosion, provide clean air and water, reduce heating
and cooling costs and increase property values.
This summer, the Rutgers Urban Forestry Program and NJ State Forestry Services partnered to
conduct a rapid survey of ash trees in several NJ municipalities. The goal of this effort was to get
an idea of how extensive the municipally controlled ash tree population is throughout NJ, in
order to better understand the financial and environmental impact that Emerald Ash Borer will
have on NJ municipalities. Southampton was selected for inclusion in this ash survey due to its
size and location. A report of our findings for your municipality is attached.
This report applies analytical tools to ash tree data collected for Southampton. The results and
management options within this report are based on a quick survey of ash trees that appear to be
under municipal control and represent a conservative estimation of your public ash tree
population. The report and results within are not intended to advocate for a single solution, but
rather explore several alternatives meant to assist municipalities in developing a response. The
diameter, diameter class, and general location of municipal ash trees are documented and
mapped within this report. This data was applied to the Purdue EAB Cost Calculator, which
provides an approximation of the economic impact of different management scenarios specific to
your ash tree population. According to our findings, you could be facing estimated management
costs ranging from $54,676 to $74,080. Now is the time to plan and begin implementing your
response. It is strongly recommended that you work with an urban forestry professional, such as
a New Jersey Certified Tree Expert, to help you utilize and build on the information in this report
to develop a response plan appropriate for your community. This report provides several links to
other resources that will help you prepare.
Sincerely,

Dr. Jason Grabosky, Chair, NJ EAB Task Force for the Rapid Ash Survey Team (RAST)
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Terms and Acronyms
Throughout this report certain terms and acronyms are used. These are listed below along with their
meanings or definitions.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

CTE – New Jersey Certified Tree Expert
DBH – Diameter at Breast Height; a standard measurement of tree trunk diameter at 4.5
feet above the ground.
EAB – Emerald Ash Borer; the adult emerald ash borer is a metallic green insect about
one-half inch long and one-eighth inch wide. It is an exotic invasive insect responsible
for killing hundreds of millions of ash trees in the United States since 2002.
GIS – Geographic Information System; a system designed to capture, store, manipulate,
analyze, manage, and present all types of spatial or geographical data.
GPS - Global Positioning System; is a system of well-spaced satellites that orbit the Earth
and make it possible for people with ground receivers to pinpoint their geographic
location.
ISA CA - International Society of Arboriculture Certified Arborist
MyTracks - a GPS tracking application that runs on smartphones. The application uses a
device's GPS to collect data, allowing real-time review of path, speed, distance, and
elevation. Later, this data can be saved to Google Maps.
RAST – Rapid Ash Survey Team; 6 student interns from Rutgers University responsible
for taking ash tree counts in 43 municipalities during the summer of 2015.
Collector for ArcGIS – A mobile app used to collect and update information in the field,
this severed as the primary data collection medium for all inventories.
SLAM – SLow Ash Mortality; methods to slow the spread and reduce the population of
EAB so as to delay the onset of mass ash mortality.

Executive Summary
During the summer of 2015 the Rutgers Urban Forestry Program partnered with New Jersey
State Forestry Services to count and measure publicly owned ash trees in several New Jersey
municipalities. A team of six student interns from Rutgers University, known as the Rapid Ash
Survey Team (RAST), was hired and trained to complete this important work under the direction
of the Rutgers Urban Forestry Program and the NJ EAB Task Force. The goal of the inventory
was to get an idea of how extensive the municipally owned ash tree population is throughout NJ,
and to better understand the impact that Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) will have on municipalities.
The RAST collected ash data in 43 municipalities. The team recorded the number, size, and
general location of ash trees within ten feet of a street or sidewalk in each municipality. Using
this ash tree data, the team produced maps to help the surveyed municipalities identify the
general locations of their ash trees, and used several analytical tools to generate reports
examining the economic implications associated with different EAB management strategies.
The NJ EAB task force has recognized the importance of creating community management plans
to mitigate the impact of EAB infestation. In order to maintain the quality of life, air pollution
reduction, energy conservation, increased property values and aesthetic appeal provided by our
urban forests, emerald ash borer must be addressed. To assist in your planning effort, we present
a series of cost / management scenarios. We encourage municipal officials to work with local
shade tree program volunteers under the direction and guidance of a professional urban forestry
consultant (such as a New Jersey Certified Tree Expert) to verify and expand on the findings
presented in this report to prepare an EAB Management Plan that best fits your community.
Results of the Ash Tree Inventory Include:
 The number of ash trees counted by the team
 The average size of ash trees
 The dominant diameter class of ash trees
 The percentage of ash trees that are under 12” and over 30” in diameter
 The estimated costs associated with EAB based on different management
scenarios
Recommendations Include:
 Verify the number, size and location of all your municipally owned ash trees.
 Obtain local estimates for the costs of tree removal, tree planting (non-host
species), and various insecticide treatment options.
 Hire a professional urban forester / arboricultural consultant to assist in
developing and implementing an appropriate plan, such as:
• Remove your ash trees, either when they die or preemptively
• Remove ash and replace with appropriate, non-host species
• Treat healthy ash with appropriate insecticides
• Any combination of the above appropriate to your ash resource
• Any of the management tools to SLow Ash Mortality (SLAM)
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Background and History
What is Emerald Ash Borer?
Emerald Ash Borer is an invasive insect native to Asia that arrived in the US in 2002. The adult
emerald ash borer is a metallic green insect about one-half inch long and one-eighth inch wide
making it hard to detect in the wild. The beetles lay eggs on the bark of ash trees which
eventually hatch and bore through the bark to the fluid-conducting vessels underneath. The
larvae feed and develop, cutting off the flow of nutrients and eventually killing the tree.
Why is Emerald Ash Borer a Problem?
EAB has killed hundreds of millions of ash trees since arriving in the United States in 2002,
costing billions of dollars in removals, replacement plantings, and chemical treatments. It is
expected that New Jersey’s experience with emerald ash borer will be no different from that of
the other states that have seen this insect move through their communities. As such we can
assume that, in the landscape, there is a high likelihood that all untreated ash trees will become
infested and die. It is estimated that 80% of the costs related to EAB will be borne by municipal
governments and homeowners (Aukema et. al., 2011) 1.
EAB in New Jersey
The first confirmed identification of EAB in New Jersey was in May 2014 in Somerset
County. Since then EAB has been confirmed in fourteen municipalities across six counties in NJ.
In Somerset County EAB has been confirmed in Hillsboro, Bridgewater and Franklin
Townships. In Mercer County EAB has been confirmed in Ewing, Hamilton, West Windsor, and
Princeton. In Burlington County EAB has been confirmed in Westampton Township and
Edgewater Park. Most recently, EAB has been confirmed in Hillsdale Township, Bergen
County, Allentown Township, Monmouth County, and Monroe and South Brunswick Townships
in Middlesex County. Unfortunately, all species of true ash trees (genus Fraxinus), which are
one of our most commonly used shade trees, are threatened by the emerald ash borer.
Wood Utilization
As EAB will cause a significant increase in tree removals over the coming years, it is important
to consider alternative uses for the wood. EAB destroys the cambium just under the bark, but
does not bore into the tree, so the wood can be utilized if harvested early enough. Work with
your consultant to explore wood utilization alternatives, chipping is not the only option.

1

Economic Impacts of Non-Native Forest Insects in the Continental United States – Appendix E
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Introduction
Inception of the NJ EAB Task Force & the Rapid Ash Survey
As a result of EAB detection in New Jersey, representatives from the NJ Department of
Agriculture, NJ State Forestry Services, USDA Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service, and
Rutgers University formed a task force to help consolidate and disburse relevant information and
resources. The unanimous recommendation of this task force is that municipalities need to have
a plan for managing EAB. It is agreed that there is no one correct answer to fit every
municipality – but every municipality needs to develop a plan. In order to develop a meaningful
plan for addressing EAB, a municipality must have an inventory of its ash trees.
New Jersey has detailed information on the extent of the ash tree resource in traditionally
forested areas through the USDA Forest Inventory Analysis (FIA) program. This inventory
provides a partial picture of the ash tree population in New Jersey, but does not consider the
municipal ash tree population and the effects that EAB will have on municipal governments and
private homeowners.
To address this problem, Rutgers students began to extract data from community tree inventories
that had been collected and shared with the Rutgers Urban Forestry Program over the past 15
years. A total of these previous inventories provided useful information on the potential scale of
the municipal problem. This data was organized, mapped and analyzed. The results provided an
early understanding of the EAB threat to urban ash trees, and also demonstrated the need for
additional data to fill in the gaps in areas between the municipalities that provided the inventories
used for the preliminary analysis.
As a result, the Rutgers Urban Forestry Program and NJ State Forestry Services partnered to
conduct a rapid survey of ash trees in several additional NJ municipalities during the summer of
2015. Data collection for the survey was completed by the Rapid Ash Survey Team (RAST),
comprised of 6 student interns from Rutgers University.

Which Municipalities to Survey?
Municipalities were strategically selected for the Rapid Ash Survey to provide a better picture of
the potential EAB infestation. In most cases, small municipalities were chosen in order to
provide the most complete ash counts possible. EAB was confirmed in Pennsylvania and New
York previous to its confirmation in New Jersey, and since EAB can be brought into areas by
firewood, twigs, timber, and nursery stock the task force decided to focus the surveys in areas in
close proximity to major interstate highways. Many of the inventories completed during the
summer of 2015 were along I-95, I-78, I-80 and I-287.
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What will the Survey Accomplish?
As EAB becomes more pervasive in New Jersey it is important that municipalities have an ash
tree inventory as the first step in planning for the economic and environmental impacts of urban
tree infestation. This report synthesizes the data collected from our rapid assessment to provide
municipalities with information that will serve as guidance for implementing a plan of action.
Several tools were used to provide management plan options and the associated costs. 2

Limitations and Scope
This report presents a general geospatial inventory of the ash tree population within the surveyed
municipality. However, it is not intended to direct municipalities toward any particular plan of
action, nor is it a substitute for advice provided by a tree care professional. This report may serve
as a guide related to expected costs and possible management options for addressing EAB in
your community. It is only the first step. You will need to follow up with a comprehensive
inventory, and are encouraged to seek personalized management advice from an urban forestry
professional, such as a New Jersey Certified Tree Expert (CTE) or International Society of
Arboriculture Certified Arborist (ISA CA), to help you develop and implement a plan that will
address your municipality’s specific management objectives. NJ State Forestry Services
provides a list of Recommend Consultants for writing a Community Forestry Management Plan,
which is attached in the appendix of this report.
There are limitations to the completeness and accuracy of the survey that need to be
acknowledged while reviewing this report. In the interest of conformity and speed, a municipal
right of way of 10 feet was assumed for each municipality, and trees within that right of way
were assumed to be municipal property, regardless of local ordinance (see parameters for
surveyed trees on pg. 6-7). It should be noted that some roads within municipal jurisdiction were
not inventoried due to safety concerns, such as high speed roadways without a shoulder or
sidewalk. Additionally, while the RAST made every effort to count all ash trees that appeared to
fall under municipal responsibility, some scenarios did not allow for clear distinction (e.g.,
private buildings on municipal land, unmarked housing developments, municipal areas that were
locked or marked as restricted, parks not clearly defined as municipal, private or county, etc.).
In addition, it is important to remember that the surveyed trees continue to grow. The data
contained in this report will become less accurate as time passes and the resource changes.
When you complete your comprehensive ash inventory as suggested above, your diameter class
totals will likely change both due to growth in the trees and the measuring variability inherent
with the use of a Biltmore stick for trunk measurement.

2

Emerald Ash Borer Management Plan - Appendix A
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Environmental and Social Impacts
The urban forest is an intrinsic part of every community in New Jersey. The trees found along
streets, in parks or in open spaces provide a resource that adds value to communities. Research
has shown that urban trees offer many benefits including improved air quality, reduced storm
water runoff, reduced psychological stress, and increased residential property values 3. Many of
these benefits are taken for granted and consequently it isn’t until these trees begin to disappear
that we realize the contribution they make to the quality of life for the residents of a community.
The urban forest increases economic stability by helping to attract and keep businesses, thus
economic decline should be expected with urban canopy decline. Several studies have shown the
economic benefits of urban forests. For example, the National Arbor Day Foundation has
reported that people will linger longer in shaded shopping areas, and that properties rent faster
and have fewer turnovers in areas that are well stocked with trees. In addition, studies by the
USDA Forest Service show that trees can add 10% or more to property values. 4
The environmental and social consequences associated with a declining canopy are complex and
substantial. The proper placement of trees can improve air quality and reduce pollution to more
tolerable levels. Trees play an important role in reducing soil erosion and runoff, and in
improving rainwater recirculation. Trees intercept falling raindrops, resulting in less runoff,
while green spaces encourage infiltration, lowering runoff volumes. Trees improve recreation
opportunities by providing comfortable, inviting parks for a variety of activities. Trees also
improve wildlife diversity by providing habitat for birds and small animals that otherwise would
not be present 5. All these factors should be considered in developing an EAB management plan.

Community Outreach
It is likely that the majority of the ash trees in your municipality are on private property. Trees
on private property were not included in this survey, and will not be included in the cost
projections provided in this report. Reaching out and getting information to citizens and
homeowners is an important part of managing EAB. It is important to consider that trees on
private properties also contribute a significant aesthetic appeal and environmental benefit to
communities and are susceptible to the same problems. These problems can be compounded if
residents aren’t properly informed which can lead to poor choices in managing EAB that may be
detrimental to the community as a whole. Some important points to communicate include:

3
4

Public Value of Nature: Economics of Urban Trees, Park and Open Space – Appendix E
Benefits of Trees - Appendix E
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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Explaining the impact that EAB infestation will have on community members.
Encouraging residents to consult with tree care professionals about the trees on their
property. 6
Working with residents on bulk pricing for tree removal, treatment and replacement.
Making sure residents do not treat trees on their own; provide contact information for
properly licensed NJ Commercial Pesticide Applicators.
Communicating and working with neighboring towns to best utilize available resources
and take advantage of cost befits associated with bulk pricing.
Avoiding movement of debris generated from ash tree removal in order to slow the
progression of EAB throughout New Jersey; utilize ash wood as close to on site as
possible.

Hiring a Tree Care Professional – Appendix C
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Survey Methodology
The RAST from Rutgers University performed a rapid ash tree count for 43 NJ municipalities
during the summer of 2015. The team worked in pairs to identify and verify ash trees. Field
measurements were collected and recorded into a live georeferenced database that recorded the
location of the surveyed trees (at 10 meter accuracy) and the collected data. This section
describes the data collection methodology used in the survey.

Site Selection Parameters
Communities were selected to be surveyed based on their proximity to major interstate corridors
and areas strategic to supplementing data collected from previously provided street tree
inventories. Prior to data collection the rapid ash survey team created maps that displayed the
boundaries of the community and the features within it. The municipal boundaries displayed in
these maps were sourced from the New Jersey Geographic Information Network (NJGIN) 7 and
were current as of June 6, 2015. Team members used a combination of printed maps and live
GPS to track progress and stay inside municipal boundaries.
These digital boundary maps from the NJ Office of Information Technology website were
applied to ArcMap. The base layers were combined with digital base maps to create a data
collection interface. A customized geodatabase was then created in ArcMap to serve as a
functional live data collection model to be used in the field. The Collector for ArcGIS
application was used for on-site collection, each survey team had at least one smartphone from
which the Collector for Arc GIS functioned.

Parameters for Surveyed Trees
A standard set of procedures were applied to qualify ash trees for inclusion in this survey. Only
trees that were likely to be the responsibility of the municipality were included in this report. In
the interest of efficiency and consistency, universal criteria were decided on to discern which
trees should be counted. Trees were designated for inclusion in the survey if they were:
● Within 10 feet of any public road within the municipality
● The 10 foot inclusion zone was measured from the edge of the paved or gravel road
surface
● Within 10 feet of any public sidewalk within the municipality
● Trees on private property were included if they fell within this 10 foot inclusion zone
● Within the useable space of any municipal park. This includes any tree in a forest area
that is within 10 feet of the park’s field perimeter
7

New Jersey Office of Information Technology - Appendix E
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● Trees inside a forested area that are within 10 feet of a well-defined and marked
municipal trail
● Within clearly labeled municipal parking lots including fire, police and public works
departments
● When measuring the distance between a tree and a road or sidewalk, the measuring point
on the tree was at the base of the trunk
Trees Not Designated for Survey
Trees were not included in this survey if they were:
●
●
●
●

Outside the inclusion zone mentioned above
Located within state or county parks
In non-municipal parking lots including strip malls, banks and convenience stores
Alongside major interstate, state, and county highways that posed a safety concern for the
RAST members, based upon their judgment (typically avoided roads with high volumes
of fast moving traffic without shoulders or sidewalks).

Data Collected
Tree Size
Each tree counted was assigned a unique point ID tied to the location and size data collected for
that specific tree. The tree trunk size represented as DBH was measured for every tree in the
survey. All diameters were rounded to the nearest inch and recorded as such. In some cases,
standard DBH measurement practices could not be applied.
● For trees covered in poison ivy vines, on unsafe steep slopes, behind fences or located in
thick brush the DBH was estimated.
● For multi-stemmed trees, the DBH was found by squaring all of the individual DBHs
found on each stem, adding them together, and then taking the square root of the total
sum. 8
Tree Location
Smartphones were used to record the general location of ash trees. These smartphones had GPS
capability that permitted team members to assign each ash tree a physical location on a map,
accurate to roughly 10 meters.

8

Compliance Offset Protocol Urban Forest Projects – Appendix E
Multi-stem DBH = �𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝐴)² + 𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝐵)² + 𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝐶)² + ⋯
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Tree Identification and Measurement
Only true ash trees (genus Fraxinus) were included in this survey. Prior to the ash tree survey
project the rapid ash survey team was trained at Rutgers University to identify and measure ash
trees. Paired team members worked together to correctly identify ash tree characteristics in order
to confirm the genus as Fraxinus. One team member used a Biltmore stick to measure the DBH
of the tree while the other team member recorded the data on their smartphone using the
Collector for ArcGIS application. The DBH measurement process was frequently calibrated by
having all team members measure the same tree.
All species of true ash trees are vulnerable to the EAB and were identified for this survey. The
identification of ash at the genus level was sufficient for this survey since all individual species
of ash are susceptible to EAB infestation. Several key identification characteristics were applied:
● Leaves - Has a compound leaf with 5-11 leaflets
● Branches - Opposite branching arrangement, branches and buds are directly across from
each other and not staggered
● Bark - The bark is tight with a distinct pattern of diamond-shaped ridges, young trees
may have smooth bark
● Seeds – Usually occur in clusters. Seeds are dry, oar-shaped samaras

Equipment and Software
Digital maps were developed by establishing locations for each tree using the GPS tracking
capability on smartphones. As trees were located, the team would “drop a point” on the digital
map with the tree’s location and DBH. The team used Biltmore sticks to measure the DBH of
the inventoried ash trees. This information was recorded through the use of an app called
“Collector for ArcGIS.” The smartphones were also used to run another app called “MyTracks.”
This app was used in parks and other open space areas to confirm complete coverage of the
surveyed area and protect against duplicate counts. The collected data was processed using a
Windows based PC that ran ESRI Arc Map 10.2.
The Arc application recorded the four aspects of the trees that make up the raw data used to
generate this report.
1. Using GPS enabled smartphones running the ArcGIS app a location was marked for each
tree included in the survey. In most situations satellite coverage was adequate to record
an accurate location. At times, the GPS signal was weak and tree location may not be
accurate. Ash tree locations can be easily modified in ArcMap by a user with ArcGIS
software.
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Your municipality’s inventory maps can be viewed online at http://arcg.is/1iqMLGq
GIS files can be emailed to the consultant by request. 9
2. The specific DBH for each ash tree was recorded to the nearest inch using a Biltmore
stick.
3. Ash trees counted were grouped into six inch diameter classes (0-6, 6-12, 12-18,…).
These diameter classes were selected to correspond with the Purdue EAB Cost Calculator
and i-Tree software.
4. A field that allowed an option to add any additional notes was included. Notes were used
to record multiple stem trees and their respective DBHs for data processing.

Data Processing
Collected data was downloaded from the ESRI server for processing in ArcMap. This processed
data provides more specific information to assist in management and planning. After the survey
was completed trees were separated into six inch diameter classes. The number of ash trees in
each diameter class was then entered into the Purdue EAB Cost Calculator
(http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/treecomputer/), and run through three management scenarios
to provide a comparison of estimated costs for each. ArcMap was used to produce a street map
showing the approximate location of the ash trees surveyed in each municipality.
ArcMap
In ArcMap, each tree is represented as a point feature within the municipal boundary, which is
represented as a polygon feature. Each map was created to be specific to the municipality
surveyed. Any trees captured beyond the target municipal boundary were removed, and trees
that were obviously misrepresented due to poor satellite reception were relocated (for example,
moved from the middle of a street to the closest non pervious surface). The coordinate projection
system used was WGS 1984 Web Mercator (auxiliary sphere).
Reports were then generated by ArcMap that included the following summary data:
•
•
•
•
•

9

Master tree list including the data collected for every individual tree in your municipality
Distribution of trees into six inch diameter classes
Average DBH for your municipality
Average DBH for each diameter class
Total ash tree count for your municipality

Contact Pam Zipse, Urban Forestry Outreach Coordinator, at pam.zipse@rutgers.edu
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Presentation of Geospatial Data
Map Purpose and Map Function
The map provides a preliminary summary of the ash tree resource and a means for considering
the potential spatial implications of ash tree management going forward. These maps should not
be used as definitive or completely accurate information to rely on for management decisions.
As we have stated, it is important to conduct a more complete inventory to get specific address
information and diameter class at each address, and to work with a professional urban forestry
consultant to develop your EAB management plan.
However, potentially valuable spatial relationships can be interpreted from the map. Notable
patterns of ash tree distribution discovered through the survey can be relevant in considering
management options. On the high-traffic road the effects of ash loss may be more significant, as
there could be fewer trees of other species to offset the removed ash as opposed to those lost on a
forested road with many other tree species present. In this way, the maps can give a thumbnail
look at the canopy diversity (in regard to ash species) on a street. These maps may also help with
assessing and managing the risk associated with declining ash trees along busy traffic corridors
within your municipality. Likewise, ash trees located on or near school property may become a
priority to ensure the safety of students while those in parks may also be a priority to protect
families that visit there.

Map Interpretation
Each municipal rapid ash survey map uses a basemap of the designated area and displays the
collected points (which represent individual ash trees) as a tree shaped icon. The size and color
of the icon is related to the diameter class of the tree. A legend is provided on every map to
clarify the symbology of the tree icons, showing that the symbol itself gets larger and changes
color as the diameter class increases.
● The symbols are set against the World Street Map basemap from ArcGIS Online, which
displays the roads in the municipality and helps define the spatial background and
relevance of the inventory.
● Thick gray lines delineate municipal boundaries.
The maps are only focused at a scale that incorporates all of the ash trees surveyed in a
municipality, and therefore certain areas of the municipality may not be visible, usually along the
municipal border. This does not mean that those areas were not surveyed, but rather that there
were no ash trees found within those regions, making it unnecessary for them to be portrayed.
This allows the area displayed to be more focused on areas containing relevant data points.
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Southampton Township Survey Results
On July 20th 2015 the Rapid Ash Survey Team (RAST) completed a municipal ash tree survey
for Southampton Township.

General Observations (Field Note Transcriptions)
The map outlines what areas in Southampton we surveyed; we did not cover the whole town.

Ash Tree Inventory Results
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Municipality has 49 ash trees
The Average DBH is 18”
The largest tree measured by DBH was 50”
The dominant size category in your town was 06”-12”
42% are under 12”
16% are over 30”
Estimated cost range based on scenarios associated with EAB management:
$54,676 to $74,080
An interactive survey map can be viewed here - http://arcg.is/1iqMLGq
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Figure 1: Ash tree count per size category

Table 1: Southampton ash tree count per size category
Size Categories
00-06 inches
06-12 inches
12-18 inches
18-24 inches
24-30 inches
30-36 inches
36-42 inches
42-48 inches
48+ inches

Count per category
9
12
7
4
9
2
4
2

Average DBH
3
8
14
20
27
34
39
49

Total

49

18
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Figure 2: Ash Tree Survey Map

A detailed interactive version of this map is available at: http://arcg.is/1iqMLGq
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EAB Management Scenarios and Costs
To provide an understanding of the potential costs associated with an EAB infestation in your
municipality, we have used the data collected through the Rapid Ash Survey Program to
compare three different management scenarios using the Purdue EAB Cost Calculator.
The EAB Cost Calculator was developed by Purdue University Entomologist Dr. Cliff Sadof to
help cities find the most cost effective solutions for EAB. The three management scenarios we
used were chosen to correspond with the “Ash Management Options” described in the Emerald
Ash Borer Management Plan for Municipalities Template provided on the NJ EAB Task Force
website and included as “Appendix A 10” of this report.
The Assessment of Emerald Ash Borer Management Options for Southampton Township
generated by the EAB Cost Calculator is also included in the appendix of this report. An
explanation of this Assessment of Emerald Ash Borer Management Options report and how it can
be compared to the Emerald Ash Borer Management Plan for Municipalities Template is
provided below.
The Purdue EAB Cost Calculator makes several assumptions and contains several default values,
many of which can and have been adjusted to more closely reflect costs and conditions in New
Jersey. Even with the adjustments we have made, these management scenarios are still very
generalized to provide a rough estimate as a scale of the problem rather than explicit data from
which to base your final planning decisions. As we have mentioned throughout this report, the
management scenarios described here are not meant as recommendations specific to your
municipality. They are meant as an informational guide to the general possibilities and
associated costs, and as a starting point for you to begin development of your EAB Management
Plan. It is strongly suggested that you work with a professional urban forestry consultant, and
conduct a complete and detailed inventory of your municipal ash tree resource. Using your
complete inventory along with cost information quoted by local contractors will allow you and
your consultant to determine and compare management options specific to the short and long
term goals and objectives for your individual EAB Management Plan.

EAB Cost Calculator Assessment of Management Options
If you look at page 2 of the Assessment of Emerald Ash Borer Management Options for
Southampton Township 11 you will notice tables for “Tree Size Class Distribution” and
“Treatment and Removal Costs.” The “Tree Size Class Distribution” table has been adjusted
slightly from the default values to represent the diameter classes used in the rapid ash survey,
10
11

Appendix A: EAB Management Plan & Appendix A.1: Ash Management Options
Appendix B: Emerald Ash Borer Cost Calculator Report
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and has been filled in using the number of trees in each diameter class for your municipality as
identified by the RAST.
In the tables for “Treatment and Removal Costs,” you will notice that the diameter classes are
the same as used in the first table. Treatment and removal costs, as well as tree planting costs,
have been adjusted from the program defaults to more closely reflect costs in NJ. This was done
by surveying tree care professionals from the NJ Arborists Chapter of the International Society
of Arboriculture and the NJ Society of Certified Tree Experts. The results of this survey were
compiled from across New Jersey, and a regression was applied to adjust to the diameter classes
used in the Cost Calculator.
The treatment cost of $5.00 per diameter inch can represent an every year treatment with a
product containing the insecticide Imidacloprid, or an every other year treatment with a product
containing the insecticide Emamectin benzoate. The cost calculator recommends 12 years of
“aggressive” treatment, where insecticide treatment is repeated every year or every other year,
depending on the specific insecticide chosen. Following that is recommended a relatively equal
period of monitoring and less frequent “maintenance” treatments for a 25 year management plan.
Information on treatment options can be found on the NJ EAB Task Force website
(emeraldashborer.nj.gov). This report is not meant to endorse any given product, and as new
information on treatment develops, changing this piece of information can quickly provide you
with updated scenario expense options.
Below the “Removal Cost” table, “Years to Remove” refers to the assumption that it will take 8
years from the onset of EAB infestation until all untreated trees are lost. For the purpose of this
report, if emerald ash borer has been confirmed in your municipality, we assumed the infestation
to be in year 3, leaving 5 years remaining to remove trees until all are lost if left untreated. If
EAB has not yet been identified in your municipality, but has been in your county, we assumed
the infestation to be in year 2, leaving 6 years remaining to remove trees until all are lost if left
untreated. If EAB has not yet been identified in your county, we assumed the infestation to be in
year 1, leaving 7 years remaining to remove trees until all are lost if left untreated. These
assumptions were made based on EAB confirmations in New Jersey as of early August, 2015.
Any new EAB finds since the first week of August will not be reflected in the Cost Calculator
reports.
The remaining values are other assumptions made by the Cost Calculator. We encourage you to
run your own scenarios. As you work through the Cost Calculator you can read the full
descriptions for each section, which will help you to gain a more full understanding. You can
adjust many of the values as appropriate to your shade tree program.
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Management Plans
On the next page you will find a description of each of the management scenarios we selected to
provide the cost comparisons in this report. The first, “Remove Unsafe Ash,” is meant to
correspond with Management Option A “No Action” from the Emerald Ash Borer Management
Plan for Municipalities Template. In this scenario, no action is taken until the trees are dead and
must be removed for reasons of public safety and liability, and no replacement trees are planted.
The second management scenario, “Replace All,” is meant to correspond with Management
Option C “Preemptive Management” from the Emerald Ash Borer Management Plan for
Municipalities Template. In this scenario, all ash trees will be removed and replaced with nonhost species prior to infestation.
The third, titled “Replace < 12,” most closely corresponds to Management Option B “Selective
Management,” in which ash trees are monitored for health and levels of infestation, and some
high value trees are treated with insecticide as appropriate. To run the Cost Calculator in this
scenario, we had the model remove and replace all ash trees less than 12” in diameter and greater
than 30” in diameter, and treat all ash trees between 12 and 30 inches. We chose to remove the
smaller trees assuming that removal costs would remain relatively low for trees less than 12
inches, and that less canopy cover will be lost in removing and replacing these size classes than
in the larger trees. We chose to remove trees larger than 30 inches because these will be the
most expensive to treat, and may not outlive the 25 year maintenance period. Again, these
results are provided for your information and are not intended to be a recommended action.
Work with your urban forestry consultant to decide on the management scenario that is best for
your community.
Finally, the Assessment of Emerald Ash Borer Management Options goes on to show several
graphs and charts comparing the three scenarios in terms of annual and cumulative cost, and total
DBH saved or lost over time. We hope that this report proves a valuable tool in helping your
municipality make the necessary EAB management decisions.
As a final thought, we encourage you to consider employing some of the methods described in
the Emerald Ash Borer Management Plan for Municipalities Template designed to SLow Ash
Mortality (SLAM). Slowing the progression of EAB through your ash resource will give you,
and your neighbors, more time to respond. In addition, please keep in mind that the costs for
treatment and removals can be significantly decreased by contracting in bulk. Municipalities
should coordinate with their residents and with neighboring municipalities to take advantage of
these savings.
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Appendix A: Emerald Ash Borer Management
Plan for Municipalities Template
Introduction
The Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) is an exotic, invasive pest from Asia that is killing ash trees in 25
states including New Jersey. Since its discovery in Detroit, Michigan in 2002, the borer has
killed hundreds of millions of ash trees.
As of 2015, Your Town inventories show approximately 100 (10%) of the municipalities 1,000
street trees are ash. 25 are in parks, and the others are in wooded areas, wetland and transition
areas, and private property. The municipality of Your Town must prepare and manage for the
arrival of this pest and its impacts on ash trees in Your Town.
Plan Purpose
By implementing the provisions in this management plan, the municipality will take a proactive
approach to mitigate the disruption of its urban forest caused by the anticipated infestation of the
EAB. Taking a proactive approach will enable the municipality to address public and private
needs in an efficient and effective manner.
The goals of this plan are to:
1. Protect and treat valuable ash trees within the municipality (Protect Forests From Threats:
Forest Action Plan National Strategy)
2. Remove hazardous ash tree to protect public safety
3. Replant non-host tree to replace those removed
Administration of Plan
The following elements of the municipality’s EAB management plan have been adopted, and are
subject to periodic revision as new information about the EAB is available. This plan is also
subject to change should state or federal policies dictate. The municipality’s Department and
Shade Tree Commission (STC) will be responsible for implementing and following up on the
provisions of this plan. This EAB Management Plan will supplement the current NJ Community
Forestry Management Plan.
Communications
The Mayor, Municipal Manager, Municipal Council, department heads, and the STC will receive
periodic updates through standard channels. All media relations will follow standard municipal
approval and protocol.
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Management Options
Your Town will implement the management option B (See Appendix A.1), Selective
Management. High value, significant, healthy ash trees will be chemically treated to protect them
from EAB infestation and legacy tree retention. Ash trees that pose a risk, are in decline, or are
planted in inappropriate locations will be prioritized for removal and replacement. The EAB
Cost Calculator will be used to estimate the cost of ash tree removal, treatment, and replacement
over time to determine budget needs over the next several years. Other SLow Ash Mortality
(SLAM) options will be utilized within the management options as needed (See Appendix A.2).
Wood Disposal
The Department will not dispose of any wood outside the quarantine area except at approved
sites. The entire state of NJ has been placed under EAB quarantine, under US Department of
Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA APHIS) and NJ Department of
Agriculture regulations. Movement of ash products (including firewood, nursery stock, logs)
outside of the state boundaries is restricted, unless a Compliance Agreement from USDA AHPIS
is received. However, to minimize the continual spread of EAB to non-infested portions of the
state, ash trees that are removed will be kept within municipal limits unless it is chipped or the
bark is removed.
Wood Utilization
The Department will make every effort to utilize the ash trees to its greatest value. Ash lumber
is a valuable resource and is used for various purposes including flooring, furniture, lumber, and
baseball bats. Ash is also commonly used for firewood. The quality of ash wood does not
degrade immediately after infestation by EAB, as the insect feeds on the wood tissue just under
the bark. However, ash wood will begin to degrade soon after it is killed by EAB, so any wood
utilization efforts will be made prior to, or soon after the onset of tree death.
Canopy Replacements
As budget permits, ash trees removed will be replaced with non-host specific species that will
enhance the planting sites, are appropriate for the planting sites, and add diversity. Trees will be
planted in accordance with the New Jersey Nursery and Landscape Association Planting
Specifications and be no smaller than 1.5” – 2.0” caliper. All new plantings will conform to the
“10-20-30” tree species diversity rule – no more than 10% any species of tree, 20% of any
genera of tree, or 30% of any one family of tree.
Trees on Private Property
Property owners are urged to monitor for EAB on their property. The decision to treat, remove,
or retain private property trees rests with the property owner. Residents should consider many
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variables when evaluating options, including tree size, location, and condition. Residents can
contact the STC for more information and assistance.
Your Town will enforce the relevant section of the Ordinance 123.456, Section E, through its
Code Compliance program should it receive complaints about hazardous private trees. Private
trees that are a threat to private property will be inspected only as complaints are received.
When hiring for insecticide control or tree removal it is encouraged to contact a Certified Tree
Expert (CTE) with a Certified Pesticide Applicators License. Your Town also encourages
residents to replace trees lost with species appropriate for the site, or to plant new trees in
advance of EAB infestation and ash removal.
Outreach
Outreach efforts to increase awareness of EAB in Your Town will be made at various events
including Arbor Day, Earth Day, the County Fair, and others as they arise. Events such as an
Ash Tree Tagging Event, where ash trees in streets and parks are tagged/flagged, will show
which trees will be affected by EAB if not actively managed.
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Appendix A.1: Ash Management Options
Option A. No Action
In this option, ash trees will be treated and maintained the same as other species in the
community. No survey will be conducted to detect and monitor the spread of EAB, and no
control actions will be undertaken even when EAB becomes established in the community. No
tree replacement plan for affected areas is in place. It may cost nothing up front. However, the
community is still responsible for the removal of hazard trees along roadways and woodland
trails. Significant changes in neighborhoods and local landscapes can also be expected. The
result will be that most ash trees will be killed by the end of the infestation.
Option B. Selective Management
In this option, high-value ash trees in selected areas (streets and parks) within the community
will be managed actively, whereas those in other areas (e.g. woodlots) will be left alone. Ash
trees will be monitored for their health and levels of EAB infestation. Chemical control and tree
removal will be applied wherever appropriate in a cost-effective manner. Tree replacement (1:1
or 2:1) will be prioritized towards community needs. As a result, most ash trees in the natural
areas will be killed by the end of the infestation, whereas a great portion of high-value ash trees
are protected for future generations to enjoy. In addition, dead or dying ash trees in streets and
parks will be replaced with non-host species to prevent major canopy gaps in neighborhoods.
Option C. Preemptive Management
In this option, ash trees on streets and in the parks will be removed preemptively and replaced
with non-host species. No EAB survey activity will be conducted. As a result, treatment areas
will contain no ash trees, with no concerns over EAB in the future either. The initial cost of this
option could be very high because of expenses associated with tree removal and replacement.
Streets and parks also need to deal with major canopy gaps temporarily at the beginning before
replacement trees become well established. However, no annual cost will be incurred after the
completion of the project.
Option D. Aggressive Management
In this option, all ash trees in the community will be managed actively with all available
management tools. EAB survey activities will be carried out on both roadways, parks and in
yards. Information from the surveys will be used to determine proper management actions across
the Municipality. Chemical control will be actively pursued to protect the maximum portion of
ash trees and their canopy. Only dead or dying ash trees will be replaced with non-host species.
As a result, most high value ash trees will be saved from EAB damage, whereas a small portion
will be replaced with non-host species. Community suffers the least socially and environmentally
from the infestation, with less risk of losing urban canopy cover. However, annual cost to the
community is the highest among all options.
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Appendix A.2: Slow Ash Mortality (SLAM)
The goal of SLAM (SLow Ash Mortality) is to slow the spread and reduce the population of
EAB so as to delay the onset of mass ash mortality. Here are some methods that can be used to
achieve the goals under SLAM*.
Trap Tree
Select ash trees are girdled (a ring of bark is removed, restricting the movement of water and
nutrients up and down the tree) in the spring (April/May) prior to EAB emergence. This tree is
then cut down in the winter or early spring prior to EAB emergence. A girdled ash tree will
attract more EAB than a non-girdled tree because the EAB are attracted to the chemicals emitted
from the stressed ash tree. After cutting down the tree, either peel the bark or buck (cut) into 34’ sections (or smaller). Peeling or bucking the tree will increase EAB mortality by exposing the
larvae and promote drying out the wood. Girdled trap trees must be removed the following
winter/early spring, otherwise they will serve as breeding grounds if left standing after
EAB emergence. This method can be applied to a single tree or a cluster of trees.
Lethal Trap Tree
Similar to the Trap Tree method, except the selected ash tree is chemically treated 3-4 weeks
prior to girdling. The girdled ash tree will attract the EAB and the chemical will kill any adult or
larvae that feed on the tree. The lethal trap tree does not need to be cut down because it will not
harbor live EAB. This can be applied in areas where tree removal is difficult or not an option.
This method can also be used without girdling the tree.
Phloem Reduction
Tree phloem is the thin layer of living tissue found just under the bark of a tree. The amount of
phloem in a tree is directly related to the tree’s size; larger trees have larger amounts of phloem
than smaller trees. The EAB larvae feed on the phloem, and the more food (phloem), the more
EAB. If chemical treatments are not an option, and tree removal is the main method used for
EAB management, then the removal of larger diameter trees should be prioritized in order to
reduce the most phloem at a time. Also, the Trap Tree method can be used on these larger trees
prior to tree removal to attract more EAB before the tree is cut down.
Delayed Tree Removal
In order to spread the cost of tree removal over time, a portion of ash trees can be chemically
treated with the intent of removal at a later time. Treatment will protect this portion of ash trees
from EAB attack and allow the municipality to delay the need to remove these otherwise infested
or hazardous trees. For example, if 100 ash trees are slated for removal, instead of scheduling
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the removal of all 100 trees at one time, remove 50 in year one and treat the other 50 and plan for
removal the following 1-2 years.
Diameter Consideration Tree Removal
When deciding which ash trees should be removed, consider the diameter and value of the ash
tree. For instance, ash trees that are <10” in diameter could be slated for removal, regardless of
health and location, and then replaced with a non-host tree. However ash trees that are >10” in
diameter should be looked at more closely and protected via chemical treatments if they are in
healthy condition and planted in a good location. The purpose of this is that a large ash tree
(>10”) will provide greater ecological value that may take many years for a newly planted tree to
provide. So preserving this ecological value in larger ash trees may be more economical in the
long run (via shade, energy costs, carbon sequestration, watershed protection, etc).
* Ash tree removal alone does not support SLAM, but rather may increase the spread of EAB, as
EAB will fly far distances until they find a suitable host. Integrating multiple SLAM methods
concurrently is the best option to slowing the spread of EAB.
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Appendix B: EAB Cost Calculator Report
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Appendix C: Hiring a Tree Care Professional
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Appendix D: Recommended Consultants
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Appendix E: Resources
Bibliographic Information:
Emerald Ash Borer - www.emeraldashborer.info
Benefits of Trees - https://www.plano.gov/DocumentCenter/View/328
Preparing for Emerald Ash Borer –
http://www.nj.gov/agriculture/divisions/pi/pdf/preppingforeabarticle.pdf
Public Value of Nature: Economics of Urban Trees, Park and Open Space by Kathleen L. Wolf,
Ph.D. http://edra.org/sites/default/files/publications/EDRA35-Wolf_1.pdf
Economic Impacts of Non-Native Forest Insects in the Continental United States http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0024587
Village of Cazenovia, NY: Street Tree Inventory Report – Cornell University 2008
Compliance Offset Protocol Urban Forest Projects -

http://www.arb.ca.gov/regact/2010/capandtrade10/copurbanforestfin.pdf
Software and Data Resources:
NJ Office of Information Technology, Office of Geographic Information Systems (OGIS)
Purdue University EAB Cost Calculator- http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/treecomputer/
Contacts and Information:
Interactive Map for your town – http://arcg.is/1iqMLGq
EAB Pesticide Options (http://www.emeraldashborer.info/files/multistate_EAB_Insecticide_Fact_Sheet.pdf)
Recommended Consultants List
http://www.state.nj.us/dep/parksandforests/forest/community/pdf_files/recommended_consultant
s_list.pdf
USDA Forest Service - (http://na.fs.fed.us/fhp/eab/)
Why Hire an Arborist? http://www.treesaregood.org/treecare/resources/hire_arborist.pdf
NJ Department of Agriculture EAB information http://www.nj.gov/agriculture/divisions/pi/prog/emeraldashborer.html
New Jersey EAB Task Force (www.emeraldashborer.nj.gov)
New Jersey State Forestry Services (www.forestry.nj.gov)
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